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In the recent years of rapid computer growth, software development has not enjoyed
the same degree of success as hardware development. Large software development
projects have frequently failed to meet expectations and are often completed over
schedule, over budget or both. Furthermore, once the product is delivered it frequently
fails to meet the expectations ofthe user. What has not occurred during this growth period
is the evorvement of methodologies to adequately manage the software development
process. The software development problem can largely be attributed to this lack of
evolving methodologies in software development. Since software has now passed
hardware as the critical component in the success ofmany computer systems, better
techniques in the management of software development become imperative. [Ref l:p. 3]
This lack of success in software development may be attributed to many reasons and
include the following:
• Lack of corporate understanding of software development thus leading to a lack of
commitment to quality software engineering.
• Few individuals with an adequate level of software project management education and
experience, thus leading to poor management of software development.
• Inadequate employment of software engineering principles.
• Lack of software quality control (in comparison to hardware).
Two ofthe above shortcomings address the quality issue. Quality assurance, a significant
part of the software development cycle, is clearly an area in need of improvement.
[Ref 2:p. 10]
While there are many definitions for quality assurance, the following emphasizes the
central themes:
Quality assurance is a planned and systematic pattern of all actions necessary to provide
adequate confidence that the item or product conforms to established technical
requirement. [Ref. 3:p. 5]
The implementation of a sound quality assurance (QA) program is proven to have an
impact on the success of a software development project [Ref. 4:p. 395]. QA embraces
the concept of systematic development to assure that quality is built into the system from
the beginning. Walkthroughs, inspections and code checks are just a few of the many
aspects ofQA that occur during the development process and are designed to avoid,
detect and eliminate errors as early in the in the software development lifecycle as
possible. Since the earlier in the life cycle that an error is detected, the less expensive it is
to correct, the economic advantage of a sound quality assurance program is desirable.
[Ref. 4:p. 403]
B. OBJECTIVES
There are two principal reasons for placing a strong emphasis on software quality.
First, the Department of Defense is increasing its dependence on software based systems
and this rate of dependence keeps accelerating. Second, there is an ever increasing cost of
software failure. The failure of software when there are human life-consequences (such as
safety critical applications) necessitates a very high quality product. Economic
considerations are not the sole justification for developing quality software and the QA
effort necessary to bring it about. [Ref. 2:p. 1 1]
However, QA does not come without a cost. The introduction of a QA program into
the development process requires that personnel, that could be used for other functions,
must now perform QA duties. This reallocation ofpersonnel, ifnot done correctly, could
in fact lead to even higher project costs. If too much effort is allocated to QA, the project
cost will increase since after a point, a higher level ofQA does not produce enough
savings to offset the cost ofthe additional QA effort. The project manager must decide
what level ofQA is appropriate to minimize total project costs. The purpose of this thesis
is to develop a system, that will predict the optimal QA level in the software development
process, to minimize total project cost. The system will consist of a dynamic simulation
model and a genetic algorithm that will interact with each other to achieve this optimal
level. While the system has been developed to minimize total project cost from a QA
standpoint, the principles and techniques could equally apply to other aspects ofthe
development process such as staffing decisions for design, rework or coding.
C. THE RESEARCH QUESTION
The primary research question addressed in this thesis is how to compute the optimal
QA effort that will minimize total project costs. A dynamic simulation model of software
development is used to investigate this question The advantage ofusing a simulation, with
data from an actual project, is that it serves as a convenient and reliable surrogate to
experimenting with various QA schemes on an actual project. A genetic algorithm will be
used as the optimization technique as it is considered a suitable tool for nonlinear
optimization problems such as this. Therefore, the modified research question is how to
compute the optimal QA scheme on a PC using a dynamic simulation model with a genetic
algorithm Other important questions that will be addressed include evaluating the
significance ofthe results that are obtained and evaluating the effectiveness ofthe genetic
algorithm at minimizing the total project cost from a QA standpoint.
D. METHODOLOGY
Simulation is the process of developing a model of reality and then using this model
to experiment with different inputs that can be introduced into the model. Simulation
implies experimentation to develop better solutions to real problems. If it were feasible to
simulate the effects of changing the level ofQA effort on total project cost, it is reasonable
to conclude that through experimentation it would be possible to discover the optimal
level of QA. In this study, a dynamic simulation model will be used that can take as input
varying quality assurance schemes, with all other parameters kept constant, and calculate
the projected total project cost. The simulation model selected for use is based on several
actual software development project case studies and validated on other case studies. This
allows the simulation model to precisely characterize several different project management
situations and accurately predict the outcome ofthe simulated management decisions.
The model can simulate different levels of QA and compute the total project cost.
There needs to be a method that will propose various QA schemes to be evaluated by the
simulation in order to find an optimal solution. This is a nonlinear optimization problem
for which there are no known analytical solutions available. The obvious answer would be
to run the model with all possible QA schemes and find the best one. However, the search
space of all possible QA schemes is extremely large. In this problem, the QA scheme is
defined as the % of total effort over 10 phases of a project. Assuming this value in a range
from 10% to 64% (54 possible values for each phase), the total number of possibilities is
54 10 making it a computationally intractable problem. An intelligent search technique to
arrive at an optimal solution is needed. The genetic algorithm has been chosen for this
purpose.
The genetic algorithm has the characteristics ofbeing able to solve problems
involving large search spaces. The genetic algorithm (GA) will present various schemes of
quality assurance to the simulation model which in turn computes the total project cost for
each such scheme. The GA uses the total project cost associated with each scheme as its
fitness or "efficiency". As the GA learns from the fitness of each particular QA scheme
presented, it generates potentially better schemes to the simulation model for evaluation.
E. THESIS ORGANIZATION
This chapter discusses the general background ofthe study and the focus ofthe
research. Chapter II serves to provide an introduction to the GA. Also, an overview ofthe
GA and simulation model used in the research is provided. Chapter III provides a detailed
account ofthe interface between the systems that has been developed. Chapter IV
addresses the experiments that are conducted and an analysis ofthe results. Chapter V will
address a sensitivity analysis ofthe findings. The purpose ofthe sensitivity analysis is to
validate the usefulness ofthe results against additional test cases. Finally, Chapter VI
discusses the conclusions and recommendations for continued research in this area.
n. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE COMPONENTS
A. THE GENETIC ALGORITHM
1. The Genetic Algorithm Defined
Genetic algorithms are search algorithms that share their functioning with the
theory of natural evolution. They employ the principles of survival ofthe fittest and
natural selection and apply these principles to a string of characters. In each new
generation that evolves, the algorithms combine bits and pieces from the fittest strings of
the last generation to produce a new population of individuals.
The genetic algorithm is a highly parallel mathematical algorithm that transforms a
set (population) of individual mathematical objects (typically fixed length character
strings patterned after chromosome strings), each with an associatedfitness value,
into a new population (i.e. the next generation) using operations patterned after the
Darwinian principle of reproduction and survival ofthe fittest and after naturally
occurring genetic operations (notably sexual recombination). [Ref. 5:p 18]
While the initial population is normally randomly selected, each new generation
has the advantage of using past historical data to speculate on new search points. As each
new generation evolves, there is an expectation of better performance from that
generation than from the previous generation. Genetic algorithms were initially developed
by John Holland and his colleagues and students at the University ofMichigan in the mid
1970's. [Ref. 6:pp. 1-2]
As a search and optimization tool, the genetic algorithm is proving to be robust
and efficient in arriving at solutions in complex search spaces. GA's have proved that they
are capable of outperforming gradient techniques and other forms ofrandom search on
more difficult problems such as optimization on discontinuous, noisy, high dimensional
and multimodal objective functions [Ref 7:p. 4]. Whereas many techniques require
additional information or data to solve the problem, the GA needs no inherent knowledge
or information about the problem The only knowledge required by the GA to perform
properly is gained by the GA during its execution. [Ref 6:p. 9]
The GA has been described as an algorithm that arrives at an "optimal" solution
to the function or process to be optimized. A valid question would be what exactly is an
"optimal" solution?
Optimization seeks to improve performance toward some optimal point or points.
Note that this definition has two parts: ( 1 ) we seek improvement to approach some
(2) optimal point. There is a clear distinction between the process ofimprovement and
the destination or optimum itself Yet in judging optimization procedures, we commonly
focus solely upon convergence (does the method reach the optimum?) and forget entirely
about the interim performance. This emphasis stems from the origins of optimization in
the calculus. It is not however a natural emphasis. [Ref 6:p. 6j
The important goal that optimization seeks to obtain is an improvement in
performance. While it would be preferable to obtain the absolute optimum solution, it is
not necessarily reasonable. In the following discussion, a distinction will be drawn between
the optimum solution ( the one best solution ) and an optimal solution ( desirable or
favorable solution ). In complex systems, the cost invoked in arriving at the optimum
solution may not be justified when an optimal solution exists. Second, it may well be
impossible to determine if a solution is the optimum or only an optimal solution. Striving
for perfection is a worthy goal but the improvement of the process that can lead to this
goal is important as well. The GA possesses the qualities that allows the goal of
improvement to be realized. [Ref. 6:p. 7]
2. Generations
The GA evolves from generation to generation by processing a population of
strings during each new generation to produce a successive population. Each new
generation is produced by using operations that are modeled after the Darwinian principals
ofreproduction incorporating survival ofthe fittest techniques [Ref. 5:p. 10]. It is
evolutionary in nature and in each generation, several distinct activities occur in a step by
step process. These activities include reproduction, crossover and mutation. It is through
these processes that the GA is able to arrive at a solution. [Ref. 6:p. 10]
3. Reproduction
The mechanics of a genetic algorithm are not difficult to understand. The first
step in the process is to build a string of characters. The string will be representative of
some value or condition that can exist (describes the problem variable) and in genetic
terms would be the equivalent of a chromosome. To illustrate the mechanics of a genetic
algorithm, an example will be used [Ref 5:pp. 18-30]. This example will be artificially
simple so the functioning of the algorithm can be clearly presented. In this example, the
aim will be to maximize the number from a string 3 characters in length. As is traditional
with the GA, binary representation ofthese strings will be used. Given these parameters,
the strings would have the makeup ofbinary characters ranging from 000 to 1 1 1 and
these strings would assume the numeric values (decimal equivalent) in the range of to 7
and are shown in Table 2- 1
.
TABLE 2-1
BINARY STRINGS AND VALUES
String Value String Value
000 1 00 4
00 1 1 1 1 5
1 2 1 1 6
1 1 3 1 1 1 7
The possible number of strings that can exist in this search space is defined by
the equation 2 L
,
where L is equal to the string length. In our example, this would be a very
small number of 2 3 or 8. While it is quite possible to compute all the possible values that a
string of this length can have, this is certainly not the case in larger strings. A string of
length 50 would have 2 50 or greater than 1 * 10 1? possible combinations. Even with
today's modem computer hardware, it would not be feasible to evaluate all the possible
combinations for larger strings. [Ref. 5:p. 18]
A small number of strings are initially randomly generated to produce the
makeup of generation 0. In our example, we may assume that four strings will be
evaluated in each generation and the initial random selection for generation produced the
strings of 001, 01 1, 100 and 110. To evaluate how well a particular string performs, there
must be a fitness measure. In the example the fitness measure will simply be the numeric
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value ofthe binary string. The selected strings and their associated fitness values for
generation are displayed in Table 2-2.
TABLE 2-2
INITIAL POPULATION AND FITNESS VALUES
Number String Fitness % of Total
1 001 1 7.1
2 Oil 3 21.4
3 100 4 28.6
4 110 6 42.9
Total 14 100.0
The highest value is much greater than the lowest. While the greatest value that
can be achieved is evident in this example, in larger examples it may not be as easy to
determine if a value is close to the best possible. It is however possible to compare the
value of each string with that ofthe other strings. By summing up the fitness ofthe four
strings and computing what percentage to the total is contributed by each individual string,
a determination of fitness can be made based on this contribution. As the genetic algorithm
functions by improving the population, this information will be used in producing the next
generation. A roulette wheel is used to illustrate which strings will survive [Ref 6:p. 1 1].
If a weighted roulette wheel was constructed based on the fitness ofthe four strings, it
would appear as shown in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2- 1 : Roulette Wheel
Now the object is to generate a new set of strings by spinning the roulette
wheel. If the roulette wheel illustrated were to be spun, the probability of any one area
being selected is contained within each slice ofthe pie on the wheel. Since the population
is of size 4, it will be necessary to spin the roulette wheel 4 times to select the new
population. While the selection ofthe 4 strings is probabilistic, for this example it could
reasonably be expected that slice 2 and slice 3 will each be selected once while slice 4
would be selected twice. The new population would now be composed ofthe following
strings shown in Table 2-3.
TABLE 2-3
POPULATION AFTER REPRODUCTION
Number String Fitness % of Total
1 Oil 3 7.1
2 100 4 21.4
3 110 6 28.6
4 110 6 42.9
Total 19 100.0
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It is observed that as a consequence of reproduction, the overall fitness ofthe
population has increased and the string with the poorest performance has now
disappeared. What has not occurred though is the creation of any new strings. Unless it
was fortunate enough for the optimal solution to have been generated in the initial random
selection of strings, it will never be attained. The probability of that occurrence with
larger strings is extremely low. New strings must be generated to arrive at an optimal
solution. In order to generate new strings, the genetic algorithm employs the process of
crossover. The newly created strings from Table 2-3 will form the mating pool for the
crossover procedure. [Ref 5:p. 23]
4. Crossover
Crossover occurs in a two step process. The first step ofthe process is the
mating of individual strings. During this stage, one string is selected to mate with another
string. For crossover to occur, there must be at least 2 parents to contribute to the
offspring. The selection of the two parents that will participate in the crossover operation,
as with the process of reproduction, is based on their proportionate fitness. The second
step ofthe process is the determination ofthe point within the string where the crossover
procedure will occur. In larger strings it is possible to have more than one crossover point.
It is possible for crossover to occur at any position in the string between two bits. The
number of available crossover positions is determined by the equation L-l where L is the
string length. In the example, this would be 3-1 or 2 possible crossover positions (between
bit 1 and bit 2 or between bit 2 and bit 3). The selection ofthe exact crossover point is
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also a random selection. It will be assumed that string 1 was selected to crossover with
string 2 between bit positions 1 and 2, and string 3 was selected to crossover with string 4
between bit positions 2 and 3. The strings before crossover would appear as follows with
crossover points indicated by a |.
String 1 = | 1 1 String 2 = 1 |
String 3 = 1 1
|
String 4 = 1 1
|
Four new strings will now result from the crossover procedure. Those strings, which are
indicated with a ('), are shown below:
String 1' = ( bit 1 from string 1, bits 2 and 3 from string 2)
String 2' = 1 1 1 ( bit 1 from string 2, bits 2 and 3 from string 1)
String 3' = 1 1 ( bits 1 and 2 from string 3, bit 3 from string 4)
String 4' = 1 1 ( bits 1 and 2 fr< iu stung 4, bn 3 from string 3)
The significance ofthe crossover procedure can now be examined. The first
obvious result is that the maximum value that can be attained from a string with a three
character combination has been created in String 2'. From Table 2-1, it can be observed
that it is not be possible to achieve a higher value than 7 with a three bit combination. This
is shown for illustrative purposes only and does not purport that the optimum level would
be achieved in only the second (or any) generation. The important facet to observe with
the crossover procedure is that two entirely different strings were created. Since string 3
was selected to crossover with siring 4, and these strings are the same, no new strings
were created. However when string 1 crossed over with string 2, the resulting strings of 1"
14




Number String Fitness % of Total
r 000 0.0
2' 111 7 36.8
3' 110 6 31.6
4' 110 6 31.6
Total 19 100.0
5. Mutation
The last step that occurs during each generation is the process of mutation.
Mutation is introduced into the GA to prevent premature convergence. Premature
convergence occurs when the population too quickly becomes inhabited with strings ofthe
same genetic make up. When this happens, the search space that the GA explores can
become too limited and the solution that is obtained may well not be an optimal solution
[Ref. 6:p. 14]. The frequency at which the mutation operation occurs is governed by the
mutation probability. The significance ofthe mutation operation in GA's is questionable
and the operation is used only sparingly [Ref. 5:p. 26].
Mutation is an asexual operation and begins with the random selection of a
string from the mating pool. A character within the string is then also randomly selected
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for mutation. In binary representation, the mutation of a character simply means to
complement it. While the example did not illustrate mutation, a simple example is as
follows. If string 2(100) was selected for mutation at bit position 3, the result would be
string (10 1). The mutation operation results in greater genetic diversity in the population
by introducing a new individual to the population. [Ref. 5:p. 26]
6. Schema
While the random nature of genetic algorithms (GA) has been mentioned several
times, it should not be assumed that the search procedure followed by the GA is
completely random To more clearly understand this concept, a discussion of schema
(plural schemata) is necessary. A schema is a comparison template that describes the
similarities that exist at certain positions within the string.
First, we are seeking similarities among strings in a population. Second, we are looking
for casual relationships between these similarities and high fitness. In so doing we admit a
wealth ofnew information to help guide the search. [Ref. 6:p. 18]
A schema is a pattern matching device that serves to identify' which bits in a string are
important in determining the fitness of that string.
A schema is constructed by adding the third character * or don't care symbol to
the alphabet. The don't care symbol means that the bit position occupied by a * can be
either a 1 or a 0. The addition of this symbol allows for strings to be grouped together.
For instance, the * 1 1 string would represent both strings 1 1 1 and 01 1 and the string *1*
would represent the subset of strings composed of 010, 1 10, 01 1 and 111. What should be
observed is that with the concept of schema, it is possible to address the similarities of well
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defined strings over a finite alphabet. It should be noted that the * character is only a
symbol that represents other symbols and is not processed by the GA. [Ref. 6:p. 19]
A schema represents a set of points from the problem's searchspace that have
certain similarities. Ifthere is a population of size L and an alphabet of size K, then a
schema is identified by the string of length L and the extended alphabet of size K+l. The
addition to the alphabet size is due to the addition ofthe * character. In the example L=3
and K=2. The alphabet size refers to the possible number of different characters that can
occupy a bit position which is and 1 in the example. So the number ofpossible schema in
the example problem is (K+1)L or (2+1)3 = 27 different schemata. When L=3, it is possible
to geometrically show the 8 possible strings as the corners of a hypercube of 3 dimensions
as seen in Figure 2-2. [Ref 5:pp. 33-34]



















Figure 2-2: Schema Search Space for Three Bit Problem
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Figure 2-2 shows the 8 possible strings or schema in bold at the comers ofthe
hypercube. The edges ofthe cube between each comer each display one of the 12
schemata that contain one "don't care" position. This accounts for twenty ofthe schema.
One schema with two "don't care" positions is represented by each plane made up by the
faces ofthe cube and this accounts for 6 more ofthe schema. An example of one such
schema is contained in Figure 2-3. The last schema is the * * * schema which for
simplicity reasons is not shown. [Ref 5:p. 34]
Figure 2-3: One of Six Schemata (0 * *) Represented by Plane
The use of the schema allows for multiple strings to be represented by a single
character string when the "don't care" character is used. During the execution ofthe GA,
certain strings will prove to be more fit than other strings. The concept ofthe schema
allows for the GA to exploit the similarities found in fit strings. What has been observed to
occur is that highly fit schema propagate from generation to generation and continually
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show up in the observed best solutions. What makes this particularly interesting is that all
this occurs without any extra processing requirements by the GA. The schema concept
provides a mathematical explanation as to why the GA works. As it is beyond the scope of
this paper to fully discuss this issue, the reader is referred to Reference 5 pages 30-5 1,
which contains a detailed explanation. [Ref 6:p. 20]
7. The GAUCSD
The GA program selected to use for this research is the GAUCSD (Genetic
Algorithm, University of California, San Diego). This is a GA that was jointly developed
by Dr. Nicol N. Schraudolph currently at the Computer Science and Engineering
Department ofthe University of California, San Diego and Dr. John J. Greffenstette who
works with the Naval Research Lab in Washington, DC. GAUCSD is a refinement ofthe
Genesis GA that was initially developed by Dr. Greffenstette. It was developed for the
purpose of encouraging experimental work with GA's on realistic optimization problems
and identify both the strengths and weakness' of GA's. [Ref. 7:p. 1]
There are several GA programs available in public domain. The selection of this
GAUCSD was based on several reasons. It is a robust and documented code that comes in
a ready to use format. While it was specifically written to function in the UNIX
environment, it is easily ported to work in the PC based environment as well. In order to
use the code in this research, it is only necessary to insert the fitness measure for the
particular problem to be solved into the code. Modifications to the code itself are usually
not necessary. While it is important to understand the functioning of the GA, it is possible
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to view the code as a black box once it is compiled on the selected platform. Finally, since
the developers ofthe code are anxious for user feedback, it is possible to obtain answers
to technical questions and functioning through e-mail with relative ease.
B. SYSTEM DYNAMICS MODEL
1. System Dynamics Model of Software Development
Simulation modeling provides a feasible solution to experiment with proposed
solutions to difficult problems.
In software engineering it is remarkably easy to propose hypothesis and remarkably
difficult to test them. Controlled experiments have proven to be too costly and too time
consuming. Furthermore, even when affordable, the isolation ofthe effect and the
evaluation ofthe impact of any given practice within a large, complex and dynamic
project environment can be exceedingly difficult. Accordingly, it is useful to seek other
methods of testing software engineering hypothesis. [Ref. 4:p. 396]
This is the premise for the development ofthe system dynamics model for software
development. In addition to allowing for a less costly and time consuming approach, it is
possible to control the parameters of experimentation. [Ref 4:p. 396]
A comprehensive system dynamics computer model for software development
has been developed based on this model. The model was developed based on field
interviews of software project managers in five organizations and complemented by an
extensive database of empirical findings from literature. The model integrates the varying
functions of the software development process into four major subsystems. These
subsystems include 1) the human resource management subsystem, 2) the software
production subsystem 3) the controlling subsystem and 4) the planning subsystem. Figure
20


































Figure 2-2 Overview ofModel Structure
While an in depth discussion ofthe model is not intended here, a high level
overview will be given on the four subsystems. The human resource management
subsystem reflects the practices of hiring, training and transfer of the human resource. It
segregates the work force into different types of employees such as newly hired or
experienced. The segregation ofthe work force is done for two reasons. First, it allows for
the reflection of situations where newly added team members are less productive than
those teammembers who have experience on the project. Second, segregation better
allows the model to capture the training process of assimilating the new team members.
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Since these actions are not carried out in isolation, the actions in one subsystem can affect
another. Figure 2-2 depicts how other subsystems are affected by or affect each
subsystem [Ref. 8:p. 1430]
The software production subsystem models the software development process
by addressing the designing, coding and testing phases of the software development
lifecycle. The requirements, maintenance and operation phases are not included. This is
done since these areas are not within control ofthe development group and it is the goal
ofthe model to reflect the actual decisions, policies and actions ofthe software
development organization. Enhancing productivity is the principal focus of this subsystem
QA is a component ofthe production subsystem Through the implementation ofQA
activities, it is possible to detect errors. Once these errors are detected the components are
reworked. Any errors that are not detected by QA activities will normally be corrected
during the testing phase. The basic premise ofQA is to detect and correct errors as early
as possible in the development process. Since these errors can carry through and have an
escalation effect, the importance of early detection and correction of errors to minimize
costs is clear. [Ref. 4:p. 397]
The control subsystem differentiates between the two types of model variables:
actual or perceived. The perceived or apparent conditions may very well be a poor
indicator of the actual state. Since software is basically an intangible product during most
of its development, it is extremely difficult to measure the exact status of a project during
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intermediate stages. The purpose of this subsystem is to evaluate many of the system
variables and make a determination ofthe actual project status. [Ref 8:p. 1431]
The final subsystem to be considered is planning. In this subsystem, initial
project estimates in areas such as project completion time and staffing are made through
the use of a variety of techniques. These estimates are revised as required during the
project's life cycle. Plans may very well be revised as a result ofthese estimates. These
decisions on revising plans are driven by a variety ofvariables that can change throughout
the project lifecycle. [Ref. 8:p. 1431]
2. Quality Assurance
The quality assurance component is part of the software production subsystem.
It is one of four major activities that occur in this subsystem and its primary objective is
the detection and correction of errors that have been generated. Once code is received
from the software development sector, the QA activity uses accepted techniques such as
planned group meetings and walkthroughs to detect errors. Once the errors are detected,
the rework portion ofthe activity will make corrections. Since the objective ofthe QA
activity is to detect and correct errors, the success of the QA activity cannot really be
judged until the testing phase when the remaining errors are detected. [Ref. 4:p. 401]
The allocation of resources, specifically manpower, to the QA activity is
regulated by the variable Planned Fraction ofManpower for QA (TPFMQA). Different
schemes may exist to allocate manpower to the QA effort. For lack of a better way, it is
often allocated in a uniform manner as seen in Figure 2-3. [Ref. 4:p. 404]
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PLANNED QA EFFORT
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Figure 2-3 Uniformly Distributed QA Effort
As can be seen in Figure 2-3, the QA level is measured at 10 points during the
project development lifecycle. As previously mentioned, the simulation model allocation of
resources to QA is represented by the Planned Fraction ofManpower QA (TPFMQA)
input variable. This variable allows for the input at the 10 points at designated life cycle
completion points starting at 10% and going to 100% in 10% increments. The specific
values assigned to the TPFMQA variable at each 10% interval are percentages ofthe total
Man-Days available that are designated for the QA effort.
This allocation is most likely not the optimal way to distribute manpower to the
QA activity. When managers lack the tools to determine the optimal level, a scheme like
the one above may well result. With the systems dynamic model, it is possible to introduce
a variety of different schemes to the model for evaluation. As previously discussed in
Chapter I, QA does not come without a cost. If QA is under allocated, too many errors
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will be left to be corrected when system testing begins resulting in higher costs. If over
allocated, too much manpower will be dedicated to the QA effort to identify the last few
remaining errors in the system At a certain point in error detection, it becomes
increasingly difficult, time consuming and costly to detect and correct these last few
elusive errors and it would be better and more economical to correct these errors during
the system testing phase. The system dynamics model allows for experimentation with
varying levels ofQA to find this optimal level. The DYNAMICA personal computer
software program has the capability to conduct these simulations. [Ref 4:p. 403]
C. THE NASA DE-A SOFTWARE PROJECT
1. Background Of NASA DE-A Software Project
While the use of the dynamic simulation model and specifically the
DYNAMICA program is an extremely useful tool, a test platform is needed to experiment
with the capabilities ofthe program. This research uses the results of an in depth case
study ofthe NASA DE-A software development project that was conducted at the
Systems Development Section ofthe Goddard Flight Test Center at Greenbelt, Maryland.
In this fortran based project, a program was developed to support spacecraft attitude
determination and control. The estimated and actual cost and development times for the
project are in Table 2-5. [Ref. 9:pp. 139-140]
The project was completed well above the projected estimates and, though the





Project Size (DSI) 16,000 24,000
Development Cost (Man-Days) 1,100 2,200
Completion Time (Days) 320 380
Development cost for the project was twice the estimated cost, the project size
in delivered source instructions (DSI) was one and halftimes the estimate and the project
went well beyond the estimated completion time. A likely contributing factor to the
overruns and schedule slippage was the 30% average allocation of available resources to
the quality assurance effort, which is well above the industry average. The actual QA
allocation is shown in Figure 2-3. Excessive QA was intentionallv planned into the project
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Figure 2-3 QA Distribution for NASA DE-A Project
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to detect hard to find errors. This experience raises interesting questions on the impact of
this high level ofQA on the project, and the implications this has to management.
[Ref 4:p. 396]
2. NASA DE-A Software Project Testing
The use ofthe NASA DE-A software project as a test vehicle can now be seen
to be very useful. The specific values assigned to the TPFMQA at each 10% interval in the
project is a known quantity. By changing the value ofthe TPFMQA variables at each
interval, it will be possible to determine what effect this new QA scheme would have on
the project. The remainder ofthe inputs to the model will remain constant so that only the
TPFMQA variable changes are effecting the outcome. This introduction ofvarying levels
ofQA at each of the ten life cycle points allows for the development and evaluation of
different QA schemes.
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ni. PREPARATION FOR EXPERIMENTATION
A. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM
This chapter discusses how the GA and simulation components will function together.
The genetic algorithm requires that thousands of evaluations be completed to achieve the
desired results. Since each proposed QA scheme is dependent upon the DYNAMICA
program for a fitness evaluation on each QA scheme, the interaction between the GA and
the DYNAMICA program must be smooth and efficient. The overall design ofthe system
and how each component interacts with the other is displayed in Figure 3-1. For ease of
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Figure 3- 1 : System Architecture Overview ofGASD Model
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As seen in Figure 3-1, the GA sends the TPFMQA variables to the fitness function.
The fitness function then writes these variables into the TEST.DNX file and this file is sent
to the DYNAMICA program for execution. The execution ofthe program produces the
TEST.OUT file containing the Total Man-Days value and this file is sent back to the
fitness function. The fitness function then extracts the Total Man-Days value from the
TEST.OUT file and sends it to the GA for processing. This procedure occurs for each
QA scheme that is produced by the GA and comprises a single trial.
B. EXECUTING THE GAUCSD
1. Required Steps to Execute the GA
There are four major steps involved in using the conventional genetic algorithm
to solve a problem employing fixed length strings and these steps are outlined below.
[Ref. 5:p. 27]
• Determine the representation scheme.
• Determine the fitness measure.
• Determine the parameters and variables for controlling the algorithm
• Determine the way of designating the result and criterion for terminating a run.
2. Determination of Representation Scheme
The success ofthe GA in solving a problem can be very dependent upon the
representation scheme that is selected. Since the GA processes binary strings, it is
necessary to have a representation scheme that allows for the QA values to be defined as a
binary string. The representation scheme is not a difficult issue in this problem since the
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QA variables must be real numbers that range between 0.00 to 1.00 (can have more digits
after decimal point). With six binary digits, it is possible to have a representation scheme
that would allow for the input of integer numbers in the range of to 63. By taking these
numbers and dividing by 100, the range of 0.00 to 0.63 is achieved. Since there are ten
points in the life cycle with the required TPFMQA variable, it is necessary to have the
string length equal to 10 (# ofQA variables) times 6 (# of bits per variable) for a string
(chromosome) length of 60. Another option is to use seven digit binary strings that would
allow for a range of to 127. As the option of allocating more than 63% ofpersonnel to
QA is not reasonable, only six digit strings were used per variable. The return on the QA
investment normally flattens out when it exceeds 20-30% of development effort [Ref. 9:p.
204]. While it is not necessary for the GA to have this domain knowledge to function, it
will make for a more efficient run when it is available. Caution must be used when
introducing domain knowledge to limit the GA search space as it is possible to preclude
the GA from looking at potential optimal solutions.
3. Determination of Fitness Measure
The next step in the process is the determination of a fitness measure. Since the
intent is to find the most economical allocation ofQA, the Total Man-Days variable was
selected. The Total Man-Days is sum of the man-days required in the design, code, QA,
rework and testing effort. Since the allocation ofQA affects other areas , the Total
Man-Days figure was selected for evaluation of fitness. The Total Man-Days figure is a
direct reflection of the total project cost.
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4. Controlling the GA
The primary parameters that are used for controlling the GA are the population
size and the total number of generations to be run. Secondary parameters, such as the
frequency of crossover and mutation, can also be used to control the functioning ofthe
GA. In the case ofthe GAUCSD, all these parameters are governed in the SAMPLE. IN
file that must be input to the GA at the initiation of each run. An example of a
SAMPLE.IN file is contained in Figure 3-2.
Experiments = 1
Total Trials = 100000
Population Size = 1000
Structure Length = 60
Crossover Rate = 0.600000
Mutation Rate = 0.005000
Generation Gap = 1.000000
Scaling Window = -1
Report Interval = 1000
Structures Saved = 10
Max Gens w/o Eval = 2
Dump Interval = 1
Dumps Saved = 1
Options = Aacelru
Random Seed = 3436473682
Maximum Bias = 0.990000
Max Convergence = 30
Conv Threshold = 0.950000
DPE Time Constant = 40
Sigma Scaling = 2.000000
Figure 3-2: Example of SAMPLE. IN File
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All the parameters in the file will not be addressed since most ofthem seldom
change from run to run but a short explanation of critical control parameters will be given.
In GAUCSD, there is no input parameter for the number of generations to be run. Instead,
the number of generations is equal to the total trials divided by the population size. From
Figure 3-2 this is 100,000/1000 or 100 generations. In this problem, with larger
population sizes (greater than 500), it is not necessary to have a large number of
generations. Also, for smaller population sizes, it would be required to increase the total
number of trials. The question of whether to have large populations and fewer generations
or small populations and a greater number of generations is often problem dependent.
More complex problems generally require larger population sizes to solve. These more
complex problems are usually the problems which entail exceedingly time-consuming
fitness calculations. Thus, the problem of limited computer resources becomes especially
acute for these problems because both the population size and the amount oftime
required to evaluate the fitness is large. [Ref. 5:p. 98]
Initial test runs indicated that population sizes beyond 1000 were not improving the results
significantly. Therefore, subsequent tests were performed with a population size of 1000.
The crossover rate was varied between the range of .6 to .9. Higher crossover
rates than 1.0 will result in crossing over at more than one point. The literature indicates
that in a string length of 60, multiple crossover points are not necessary. While it is
subjective, a good rule ofthumb on the crossover rate is to keep it between .60 to .70.
The mutation rate is kept intentionally low for the reasons discussed in Chapter II.
Arriving at the structure length of 60 was previously discussed. Reference 7 pages 14-16
presents a detailed discussion of each of the other variables.
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5. Terminating a Run and Designating Results
The final step in executing the GA is to determine the criterion for terminating a
run and a method for designating the results. The SAMPLE.IN file contains two primary
methods to end a run. The first method is to terminate the run when the total number of
trials are completed. The second method involves convergence factors. A convergence
threshold of95% stipulates that the run will be terminated when that percentage ofthe
strings in any generation have converged. Convergence implies that the genetic makeup of
the population is not significantly different enough to produce any better results and the
only way to introduce variety to the population is through mutation [Ref 5:p. 104]. It is
possible to determine how well the GA is performing by examining the SAMPLE.OUT file
during its execution. This file is updated at the end of each generation. The critical
columns to examine are the best of generation and the generation average fitness. A partial
SAMPLE.OUT file is displayed in Figure 3-3.
Designating the results is dependent on examining the saved results that are
created by the GA during its execution. The saved results are stored in the
SAMPLE.MIN file. This file stores the best results achieved during the execution ofthe
GA. The number of results that are saved is specified by the variable Structures Saved in
the file SAMPLE. IN. In this example, the best 10 results are saved. It is necessary to refer
to the SAMPLE.MIN file in order to determine the exact makeup of a QA scheme. The
SAMPLE.OUT lists only the minimum result obtained, not the actual GA strings. The
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SAMPLE.MIN file contains both a number and its binary representation for each ofthe 10




























































Best of Gen Avg of Gen
45245e+03 1.61266e+03 1.535830e+03 2.452454e+03
35133e+03 1.57424e+03 1.534230e+03 2.250203e+03
26463e+03 1 .56091 e+03 1.534230e+03 2.091 245e+03
18957e+03 1.55179e+03 1.520460e+03 1.964376e+03
12599e+03 1.54552e+03 1.520460e+03 1.871696e+03
07408e+03 1.53616e+03 1.488480e+03 1.814531e+03
02965e+03 1.52672e+03 1.466890e+03 1.763038e+03
99271e+03 1.51924e+03 1.466890e+03 1.734103e+03
95903e+03 1.51343e+03 1.466890e+03 1.689653e+03
92841 e+03 1.50877e+03 1.466890e+03 1.652782e+03
90212e+03 1.50496e+03 1.466890e+03 1.639259e+03
87966e+03 1.50178e+03 1.466670e+03 1.632549e+03
85952e+03 1.49908e+03 1.466670e+03 1.617882e+03
84045e+03 1.49676e+03 1.466670e+03 1.592478e+03
82226e+03 1.49466e+03 1.465070e+03 1.567701e+03
.80560e+03 1.49268e+03 1.461090e+03 1.555650e+03
Figure 3-3: Example of SAMPLE.OUT File
As the GAUCSD incorporates a form of gray coding in its programming, translation of the
binary strings into a decimal number is impractical. An example of a portion of a
SAMPLE.MIN file is shown in Figure 3-4.
The first line of each entry is the gray coded binary number followed by the
fitness value ofthe string in Man-Days, generation that the value was produced and the
specific trial number. The numerical equivalent of the gray coded strings for the ten QA
points are all contained in the second line. Here is a brief description ofhow the 6 bit
strings in the GAUCSD were mapped to the QA scheme. Using gray coding, GAUCSD
produces 64 values ranging from -0.32 to +0.32 for each variable. The range of the QA
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variables that are desired in the experiment are initially 0.0 to 0.64 (0% to 64%).
Therefore, in most cases this figure is a negative number. This is a reflection of the
GAUCSD coding as well. It is necessary to add .32 to the values returned by the
GAUCSD to arrive at the desired output.
110101 110000 011010 001111 000000 000010 000000 000111 000010 000001 1.4523e+03 25 25526
0.0642981 00829779 -0.129446 -0.215234 -0.313446 -0.286263 -0.316608 -0.267231 -0.285762 -0.30931
010110 010101 001101 000010 001100 011101 001111 000110 000000 000010 1 4580e+03 46 46512
-0.0407483 -0 0602402 -0 223317 -0.282795 -0.23693 -0.0914721 -0.216825 -0.270359 -0.313887 -0.287876
110101 110000 011010001111 000000 000010 000000 000111 000010000001 1 4536e+03 26 26919
0.0617531 00603136 -0.129624 -0.213781 -0.312949 -0.283305 -0.31924 -0.261908 -0.285353 -0.306355
010110 010111 000111 001110 001011 001110 000100 000111 000001 000011 1 4555e+03 40 40072
-0.0486596 -0.0507936 -0.261798 -0.204884 -0.185786 -0.204618 -0.241072 -0.262133 -0.309104 -0.298557
010000 010110 000010 000110 001001 001000 000011 001000 000001 000011 1.4585e+03 47 47079
-0 008099 -0 045853 -0.282085 -0.273652 -0.172593 -0.160513 -0 290294 -0 163346 -0.303555 -0 292155
110101 110000011010001111000000000010000000000111000010000001 1.4505e+03 27 27070
0.0670907 00920402 -0 121939 -0.215764 -0 319365 -0.283706 -0.312954 -0.260583 -0.284211 -0.30399
010011 111011 000101 000001 000010 000111 001111 000011 000100 000111 1.4586e+03 17 17228
-0.0237072 0.131 148 -0 25851 -0 309917 -0.28588 -0.267313 -0.212606 -0.290767 -0.242238 -0.268387
Figure 3-4: Example of SAMPLE.MIN File
The values from the SAMPLE.MIN file are read into a spread sheet so that the
QA scheme could be easily computed (by adding .32) . Spreadsheets also have the
capability to quickly graph the results. An example of a spreadsheet output is contained in
Figure 3-5. Since it would not be unusual to save 50 or more values from each GA run
that are all relatively close to the minimum result obtained, the ability to rapidly graph the
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Figure 3-5: Example of Spreadsheet Conversion
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values would produce a scheme that is most desirable for implementation reasons. Also,
macros could be developed to automate the process. The top portion of Figure 3-5
contains the output produced by the model. The bottom portion of Figure 3-5 contains the
numbers after they have been processed in the spreadsheet and had .32 added to them.
These figures are used to evaluate the results.
As previously mentioned, it is relatively easy to use a spreadsheet to graph the
results and examine the different QA schemes. Since it was found that a particular GA run
might produce over 100 results all within 1% ofthe optimal solution, this becomes a very
convenient step. Graphically viewing the QA schemes makes it possible to eliminate many
solutions ifthe scheme has an irregular shape. When selecting a solution, it is desirable to
have a relatively smooth curve that does not contain irregularities (sudden increases and
decreases). From a managerial standpoint, implementation of irregular shaped schemes
will be difficult. Figures 3-6 and 3-7 illustrate this point by displaying two QA schemes
with almost identical results for Total Man-Days but significantly different schemes.
PLANNED QA EFFORT
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Figure 3-6: Sample QA Scheme
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PLANNED QA EFFORT
(Percent of Development Man-Days)
1481 4 Wan-Days
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90 100
Figure 3-7: Sample QA Scheme
There are two other files created by running the GAUCSD. The checkpoint file,
SAMPLE.CPT, contains all the binary strings that were produced during the last
generation and this file is updated at the completion of each generation. The update writes
over the last generation with the data on all the binary strings from the just completed
generation. The purpose ofthe checkpoint file this is to allow for the restart ofthe
program if it is interrupted with the computation loss of only the current generation. The
last file to be discussed is the SAMPLE.LOG file. This file contains the historical
information on when the GA run began, when it was restarted if it was halted and what
generation it converged if it did converge. Figure 3-8 displays how each files is






















SAMPLE.OUT SAMPLE.MIN SAMPLE.CPT SAMPLE.LOG
Figure 3-8: GAUCSD File Handling
C. EXECUTING THE DYNAMICA PROGRAM
The DYNAMICA SD (Dynamica Model of Software Development) is a PC based
program that permits the simulation of software project models. The particular version of
the program incorporated into the GASD model is specifically meant to execute the
simulations contained in Reference 9. If it is desired to simulate a model that is structurally
different than those contained in Reference 9, then a more complete version ofthe
program is required. The DE-A software project is one ofthe examples incorporated in
the DYNAMICA SD version.
The simulation program can be used in two modes: interactive and batch. In the
interactive mode, the user can utilize an interface that consists of a hierarchy of menus.
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Each simulation would require the user to make several manual entries on the keyboard to
start the program, select the example to simulate, make the desired changes to the model,
run the model and produce the desired reports. This is not a difficult task when it is
desired to simulate a small number ofproposed changes to a project. However, this
method is totally infeasible when working with the GA which requires that thousands of
simulations be run, each time with a new input.
In the batch mode, it is necessary to create an input file that is read by the program
each time it is executed. An example of this file, the TEST.DNX file, is shown in Figure
3-9. It should be observed that one ofthe parameters contained in the TEST.DNX file is
















T TNERPK==24 22.9 20.75 15.25 13.1 12
Figure 3-9: Example ofTEST.DNX File
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simulation through DOS commands. The required DOS batch commands are shown in
Figure 3-10.
DYNEX EXAMPLE 1 TEST -OUT TEST.DTM -D TEST.DRS
SMLT EXAMPLE 1 -GO TEST.RSL -DTM TEST
REP TEST.RSL REPORT.DRS -T
Figure 3-10: DYNAMICA DOS Execution Commands
The first line in Figure 3-10 initiates the DYNAMICA program This command
specifies the project to be simulated and the name ofthe TEST.DNX file that will be used.
In this case, the TEST.DNX is shown in Figure 3-10 as the input file with the DNX
assumed and EXAMPLE 1 is the DE-A example. The -OUT switch specifies that the file
TEST.DTM contains the output and the -D switch redirects the text output to the
TEST.DRS file. The second line invokes the simulation ofEXAMPLE 1. The -GO switch
executes the simulation without waiting for user confirmation and the results ofthe
simulation are written to the TEST.RSL file. The -DTM switch is necessary to designate
the TEST.DTM file as the .DTM file to be used in the simulation. The final line in Figure
3-10 produces the report containing the information necessary for the GA. The report is
given the name TEST.OUT, a sample ofwhich is contained in Figure 3-11.
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PROJECT STATISTICS
COMPLETION TIME 320 00 DAYS
TOTAL MAN-DAYS 1,477 53 MAN-DAYS
TOTAL DEVT MD 1,348.69 MAN-DAYS
DESIGN & CODE 988 74 MAN-DAYS
QAMD 166 36 MAN-DAYS
REWORK MD 193.59 MAN-DAYS
TOTAL TESTING MD 12884 MAN-DAYS
OVERALL-PRODUCTIVITY 16.24 DSI/MAN-DAYS
TOTAL ERRORS 490 00 ERRORS
% ERRORS DETECTED BY QA 52 05 PERCENT
Figure 3-11: Example of TEST.OUT File
D. ROLE OF THE FITNESS FUNCTION
The final component ofthe GASD model is the fitness function. While the fitness
function is addressed as a sperate component, it is in fact embedded in the GAUCSD
when the GA is compiled. The fitness function is written in the C programming language
and is contained in the Appendix. The fitness function serves three principal duties. The
first function is to take the TPFMQA variables provided by the GAUCSD and create the
TEST.DNX file like the one seen in Figure 3-9. The second function is to call and execute
the DYNAMICA program. The command instructions in Figure 3-10 necessary to
execute the program are contained in the fitness function coding. Finally, after the
DYNAMICA SD program is executed and the TEST.OUT file is created like that in
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Figure 3-11, the fitness function opens the file and retrieves the Total-Man Days value and
returns this value to the GAUCSD.
E. MODEL EXECUTION
1. Hardware and Software Requirements
Given the understanding ofhow all the components ofthe GASD model fit
together and the role that each component fulfills, the steps necessary to execute a GA run
will be covered. The hardware platform that was used for the GA experimentation was a
486 CPU personal computer set up in a network configuration. While it is possible to run
the GASD model on less capable machines, the time required to execute a run would
increase substantially. Software requirements, of course include the GAUCSD and the
DYNAMICA program as well as a C compiler.
2. Compiling the Program
As discussed in Chapter II, the GAUCSD was developed to function in the
UNTX environment but can easily be ported to function on any system that has a C
compiler. The make and awk utilities commonly used in the UND( environment are also
required. Both of these utilities are available as source distributions free of charge for most
types of machines. These utilities must have the specific names mentioned for the program
to compile since they are called from deep within the GAUCSD package. Four directories
must be created on the computer to hold the required code. The selection of directory
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names is discretionary. The names ofthe directories selected for use in the GASD model
are GAWK, SRC, ETC and USR.
The first directory is the GAWK directory and will contain the gawk utility
(GNU awk for DOS) previously mentioned. The SRC directory contains all the GAUCSD
source files as well as the DYNAMICA program The USR directory will contain the
fitness function. The fitness function must have a name with a .C extension. The fitness
function has the name ofGOLD.C in the GASD model. The ETC directory must contain
the wrapper necessary to embed the fitness function in the GAUCSD. This script takes the
fitness function (GOLD.C) and creates a wrapped function (GOLDGA.C) that is in a
format used by the GAUCSD. The wrapper is included in GAUCSD as an awk script.
Once the directories are created and the appropriate files are inserted into the directories,
it is possible to compile the program. The compiling procedure is listed in the following
steps.
Step 1. Change directory location to C: (top directory)
Step 2. Issue command C: GAWKAGAWK -f AETQWRAPPER GOLD C > GOLD GA C
Step 3. Change directory to SRC:
Step 4. Call C compiler from location where compiler is installed
Step 5. Compile program
A final note on compiling the program is to pay particular attention to the memory
specifications of the program. Most compilers have ranges that allow the user to specify
how much memory that the compiled program will be able to access in RAM and how
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much storage space will be permitted on the hard drive. Default settings may be much
smaller than the memory space required to execute the GASD model. This smaller
memory space may have severe limits on the population size and the number ofminimum
results that can be saved in the SAMPLE.MEN file.
3. Executing the Program
Once the program is compiled, it is ready for execution. The command
execution for the model is:
GAUCSD F:\TEST\SAMPLE
where F:\TEST\SAMPLE.IN is the initialization file (see Figure 3-2 page 31). The GA
will create and write to the SAMPLE.MIN, SAMPLE.OUT, SAMPLE.LOG and
SAMPLE.CPT files in the same directory where SAMPLE.FN is located.
The F:\ directory was located in a network configuration. Since the GA is being
executed on a PC, it is not possible to monitor the progress ofthe GA from that PC
during its execution. As the intermediate results ofthe GA written to output files are
accessible from a network, the use of a network offers the significant advantage of
allowing the GA to be monitored from any other computer on the network during its
execution. It is also possible to have multiple runs going simultaneously utilizing a
network by using different SAMPLE.EN files from different directories. The conditions for
ending a GA run and evaluation of results has already been discussed in pages 33-38.
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IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS
A. INITIAL TESTING
1. GA Observations
Initial testing done with the GASD model quickly demonstrated that the
implementation was successful and that the GA was performing well in developing a QA
scheme that minimized total project cost. No constraints were placed on the GA and no
domain knowledge was introduced into the coding that would allow for the GA to arrive
at a solution faster. The initial runs were conducted with populations of size 1000 and set
to run for 100 generations. A total of eight initial runs were conducted.
It was not necessary to run the simulation for a full 100 generations as all eight
tests converged between generation 47 and generatiou 58. In these runs the convergence
factors were set at Max Convergence=30, Conv Thresholds 95 and Max Gens w\o eval=2
just as seen in Figure 3-2, page 31. When the GAUCSD was forced to run longer with
Max Convergence= 1 00, Conv Threshold=99 and Max Gens w\o eval=0 (disabled), there
was no improvement in the performance of the GA in arriving at a solution. The
convergence constraints were useful as they minimized the computer time necessary to
execute a run. In the initial simulations it was possible to run approximately 720 trials per
hour which resulted in a new generation approximately every one and one third hour. At
this level of effort, it required 3 days of computer tune to simulate a run of population size
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1000 for 54 generations. Allowing the GA to stop execution due to convergence proved
to save significant computer processing time without any loss of optimization to the
solution.
Crossover rates were also observed to determine if any improvement in
performance could be achieved. The rule ofthumb is to use crossover rates in the
60%-70% range. Crossover rates were selected at .6, .7, .8, and .9. Two runs ofthe eight
were allocated to each crossover rate. Examination of the results ofthe eight runs failed to
show any conclusive results about which crossover rate was most productive. For that
reason, all subsequent testing was conducted using all four crossover rates.
2. Development of QA Scheme
The GASD model produced a large number of solutions that were better when
compared to other methods. Since the DE-A is a well-studied project, it is possible to
draw comparisons with other solutions that have been developed to this problem. A
comparison of the solution arrived at by the GA with other experiments is contained in
Table 4-1 [Ref 1 l:p. 73]. The manually derived method involved the user input ofQA
schemes into the DYNAMICA simulation with manual perturbations introduced. The
prototype expert simulator used an expert system module incorporating heuristic rules that
is interfaced with the DYNAMICA simulation. The pattern search expert simulator is a
refinement of the prototype expert simulator that identifies patterns to make further
refinements in improvement. [Ref. 10:pp. 17-20,37]
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TABLE 4-1
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS
Total Cost (Man-Davs)
Actual DE-A Project 2,200
Manually Derived 1.524.5
Prototype Expert Simulator 1,521.07
Pattern Search Expert Simulator 1,489.34
GAUCSD 1,437.8
These results indicate that the GASD model clearly outperformed the other
methods designed to solve the problem. The best results produced by the GASD model
demonstrate that it is able to reach an optimal solution that is sought. The goal of
improving performance has clearly been achieved in this case. The goal of reaching the
one global optimum solution for this problem has probably not been attained. However,
the GASD model has produced a significantly better result than was obtained with the
other heuristic, expert knowledge and pattern search techniques. As there is no analytical
model available for the problem, it is impossible to predict whether there even exists a
global optimum
It is possible to draw some interesting conclusions by examining the QA scheme
if Figure 4-1 both on the performance ofthe GA and on the significance of the derived
scheme. The decision to limit the QA effort to no greater than 64% proved to be
reasonable. The highest level obtained was only 59.8%. This proved to be a higher level
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than expected and emphasizes the point that caution must be used when domain
knowledge is introduced to constrain the search space.
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Figure 4- 1 : QA Effort for Initial GA Run
The shape of the curve shows that there is a great deal of emphasis on QA in
the initial development phases but that the requirement for QA drops very quickly after
30% ofthe project has been completed. In fact, the amount of effort allocated to QA is
less than 1% at the 40 % point of development. The question arises if it is reasonable to
lower the QA effort to less than 1% ofthe effort and still have a valid QA program To
lower the QA effort to less than 1% ofthe effort in essence terminates the QA function
and the personnel assigned to it for the specified time period when the effort is that small.
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When the effort rises to the 3% level at the 60 % development phase completion point, the
QA effort would have to be reintroduced.
This is not at all reasonable for two significant reasons. The first is that it is not
possible to eliminate the QA effort at a point during the development phase then
reintroduce at a later time. As discussed in Chapter I, QA is a planned and systematic
effort to detect and correct errors early as possible in the development phase. Ifthe QA
effort is eliminated, there may well be an explosion rate on the number of errors that are
generated and not detected during development. The result would be a significantly
greater amount of effort expended in testing due to this higher rate of error generation.
The second reason is the effect this action would have on the personnel working on the
project. If they see that the QA effort has been eliminated, there will be the perception that
QA is no longer a priority and the emphasis for a quality product may be lost.
Furthermore, quality personnel would not want to be assigned to QA ifthey sensed that
the QA effort was not continuous. Therefore, even if the QA scheme produced by the
GASD model is an optimal one, it may not be enforceable. So the GA did produce a
scheme that minimized the total project cost but it did not produce a QA scheme that
could be implemented.
It should be noted that the GA was not provided with any knowledge about the
implementation of plans, and therefore did not rule out this solution. An interesting way to
incorporate this type of knowledge would be to include a penalty in the computation of
fitness of individuals, penalizing "unimplementable" QA schemes. This would eliminate
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such schemes from the solution set as it evolves. With the initial testing complete and the
functioning ofthe GASD model confirmed, it was possible to focus efforts on deriving an
implementable QA plan.
B. TESTING WITH CONSTRAINTS
1. Invoking the Constraint
Since it was determined that an implementable QA scheme could not be
developed with the model without further refinement, it was necessary to constrain the
GA to obtain a more desirable solution. The problem with the initial solution was that it
placed too little effort into the QA effort after 30% of project development was complete.
An implementable solution would be one that did not allow the QA effort to drop to such
a low level that it was no longer possible to maintain a viable QA program. The selection
of a minimum baseline is difficult to determine. Some projects have reported expending an
average as low as 6% of resources on QA while other projects have expended as high as
25% of resources on QA. The selection of a minimum baseline of 10% expenditure of
resources on QA was the figure deemed most appropriate to maintain a vibrant QA
program [Ref 9:p. 71]. The QA scheme was constrained to a range between 10% and
74% with this limitation.
The implementation of the constraint in the GAUCSD proved easy. The
modification of the code would be in the fitness function contained in the Appendix. The
initial range for the QA variables in the GA was from 0.00 to 0.64. As previously
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discussed and shown in Figure 3-5 on page 36, it was necessary to add .32 to the GASD
model generated numbers to keep the values in the 0% to 64% range. Imposing the
constraint on the GA meant that the range the GA would be allowed to search would be
from 0. 10 to 0.74. The code in the Appendix on page 72 displays where the constraint
(.42) is added. The only change to the code necessary was changing the .32 to a .42 and
the constraint was imposed. It was of course necessary to recompile the program before
execution.
2. GA Runs with Constraints
With the 10% minimum QA effort constraint on the GA, four runs were
conducted. The crossover rates were set at .6, .7, .8, and .9 as previously discussed, but
with a larger population size of 2000 vice the 1000 ofthe previous runs. It was hoped that
the larger population size would bring about an optimal answer soorei uv reducing the
number of generations required to arrive at a solution. The inclusion ofthe constraint
resulted in a significant change in results obtained. The first result was that each individual
trial took an average of 1 to 1.5 seconds to execute. While this may seem trivial, this
means an additional 14 hours of run time every 100,000 trials.
The decision to expand the population size to 2000 to reduce run time was not
supported. In fact, it is arguable that 2000 was too large a population. By introducing a
population size of 2000, each generation required approximately 3 hours of run time to
complete a single generation. The results indicated that these larger population sizes did
not aid in reducing the number of generations required to reach an optimal solution. As a
^2
result, these runs with population size 2000 were required to execute for six days before
they converged in comparison to the three days for population size 1000.
The results obtained from these runs were not quite as good as those obtained in
the initial tests, nor were they expected to be. Even with the constraints imposed, the
resulting solutions were significantly lower than those previously found (see Table 4- 1 ). A
total of 200 results were graphed and examined in the spread sheet to select the QA
scheme with the smoothest curve that would allow for the easiest implementation. The
scheme with the smoothest curve was not the one with the minimal value. In fact, there
were several results with a lower value than the scheme selected as the best. Figures 4-2
and 4-3 illustrate some ofthe lowest values that were obtained.
Many ofthe results had characteristics similar to those shown. The purpose of
displaying the schemes in Figures 4-2 and 4-3 is to show the variety of solutions that are
possible with the GA. The top graph in Figure 4-3 illustrates the minimum value that was
obtained. The bottom graph displays a change that was found in several solutions. At the
90% of development phase completed, a spike was observed to occur that was 3% to 5%
higher than surrounding points. The top graph in Figure 4-2 displays where another spike
was often observed at the 70% of development phase completed. This spike was usually
only 3% to 4%. There were a small number of solutions that contained both spikes. The
bottom graph in Figure 4-3 shows a significantly higher amount ofQA going into the
initial stage of development than was seen in most solutions. All four solutions are within
4 development Man-Days of each other but offer significantly different solutions.
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Figure 4-2: QA Effort With Constraint
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Figure 4-3: QA Effort With Constraint
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After observing all the available solutions, one QA scheme was selected as the
one with the best characteristics. The scheme selected as the best had some distinctive
characteristics but it was not the one with the lowest cost. The selected scheme offered a
curve that contained no sharp jumps or irregularities that would make implementation
difficult with only a 0.3% higher cost than the best result obtained with constraint and
2.5% higher cost ofthe best result found without constraint. The curve gradually declined
over three time periods to a level just above 10% of effort and remained there with onfy
minimal fluctuation. The initial allocation of QA effort was only slightly above 25% and
this initial effort was one of the lowest initial values found. This allows for the QA effort
to decline over the next two time periods at a much lower rate than observed in most of
the solutions which allows for a more gradual transition. The selected optimal QA scheme
is contained in Figure 4-4.
The results of the experimentation resulted in some clear observations. The most
significant is that the solution places an emphasis on QA early on the development life
cycle. First, the early detection and correction of errors helps alleviate the effect of errors
committed early from carrying through and resulting in additional errors. Second, the
solution results in a reduction in the cost of locating and redesigning errors during the
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To further evaluate the performance ofthe GA two sensitivity analysis experiments
were performed. These experiments still used the DE-A project but values of some
selected variables in the in the project were permanently changed. Each experiment
focused on a particular area with the intent of defining the significance these changes had
on the generated QA scheme. The first experiment addresses the consequence ofmaking
testing less costly. The second experiment investigates the results of having the number of
errors committed per task increase as the project develops.
To conduct this experimentation, it is necessary to recompile fhe DE-A example. This
procedure involves utilizing a more complete version of the DYNAMICA program to
make the desired permanent changes. Once the changes are made, the menu selection in
the software allows for the program to be recompiled. To perform this procedure, the
DYNAMICA PD Plus software version is required. Once the examples are compiled in
the PD Plus version, they may be ran in the SD version.
The settings for the GA remained the same as in the previous tests. Both test cases
were conducted using four GA runs for each test case and with crossover rates of .6, .7,
.8, and .9. The populations sizes remained at 1000. The only discernible difference in the
test cases was that a 50% longer runtime was required due to DYNAMICA's coding.
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B. TEST CASE 1
The first test focused on exploring the results of reducing the cost associated with
testing and increasing the quality assurance effort needed to detect errors. Testing serves
the function of detecting and then correcting errors that were not detected by the QA
effort during the development phase. If testing becomes a less expensive task and quality
assurance becomes more costly, it should be expected that less effort would be placed into
QA with the expectation of correcting more errors during the testing phase.
The following variables were changed to conduct the test.
• TMPNPE: Testing Manpower Needed Per Error (Man-Days/Error)
• TSTOVH: Testing Effort Overhead ( Man-Days/KDSI)
• TNQAPE: Nominal QA Manpower Needed to detect Avg. Error (Man-Days/Error)
Table 5-1 contains the values ofthese variables for the DE-A project and what value they
were change to for test case 1.
TABLE 5-1








TNQAPE .6 .6 .585 .5625 .525 .45 .375 .3375 .315 .3 .3
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Table 5-1 indicates that the testing variables TMPNPE and TSTOVH have both been
decreased by 50% for the test case. The QA variable TNQAPE has been increased by
50%. Testing is now less expensive and the QA effort costs more. This should induce the
expected results of greater emphasis on testing and less emphasis on QA for correcting
errors. Table 5-2 contains the TEST.OUT file produced during initial testing with
constraints and the TEST.OUT file produced with the new variables for test case 1.
TABLE 5-2
PROJECT STATISTICS FOR DE-A AND TEST CASE 1
PROJECT STATISTICS FOR DE-A EXAMPLE
COMPLETION TIME 320.00 DAYS
TOTAL MAN-DAYS 1,475.53 MAN-DAYS
TOTAL DEVT MD 1,354.03 MAN-DAYS
DESIGN & CODE 976.11 MAN-DAYS
QAMD 167.99 MAN-DAYS
REWORK MD 209.93 MAN-DAYS
TOTAL TESTING MD 121.50 MAN-DAYS
OVERALL-PRODUCTIVITY 16.27 DSI/MAN-DAYS
TOTAL ERRORS 491.00 ERRORS
% ERRORS DETECTED BY QA 56.11 PERCENT
PROJECT STATISTICS FOR TEST CASE 1
COMPLETION TIME 332.00 DAYS
TOTAL MAN-DAYS 1,455.49 MAN-DAYS
TOTAL DEVT MD 1,320.57 MAN-DAYS
DESIGN & CODE 925.04 MAN-DAYS
QAMD 241.90 MAN-DAYS
REWORK MD 153.63 MAN-DAYS
TOTAL TESTING MD 134.92 MAN-DAYS
OVERALL-PRODUCTIVITY 16.49 DSI/MAN-DAYS
TOTAL ERRORS 491.00 ERRORS
% ERRORS DETECTED BY QA 40.60 PERCENT
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As expected for the test case, a greater emphasis was placed on correcting errors
during the testing phase as can be seen in Figure 5-1. Since QA became a more costly
option, it became necessary to allocate more effort to QA to achieve optimal results.
There was a significant change in the effort allocated to rework during the development
phase as more errors were corrected during testing. The newly developed QA scheme for
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Figure 5-2: Test Case 1 QA Scheme Comparison With Optimal Base Case
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C. TEST CASE 2
The second test focused on determining the effects of changing the error generation
rate and the amount ofrework effort required to correct the errors. Errors committed
early in the development cycle are less costly to correct than those committed later in the
process. Therefore ifmore errors are committed later in the development lifecycle, it
should be expected that the QA effort required would be greater and more errors would
be corrected during testing.
The following variable were changed to conduct the test.
• TNERPK: Nominal Number of Errors Committed per KDSI ( Errors/KDSI
)
• TNRWME: Nominal Rework Manpower Needed per Error (Man-Days/Error)
Table 5-3 contains the value ofthese variable for the DE-A project and the values they
were changed to for test case 2.
TABLE 5-3
TEST CASE 2 CHANGED VARIABLES
DE-A PROJECT
TNERPK 24 22.9 20.75 15.25 13.1 12
TNRWME .6 .575 .5 .4 .325 .3
TEST CASE 2
TNERPK 12 13.1 15.25 20.75 22.9 24
TNRWME .3 .325 .4 .5 .575 .6
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Table 5-3 indicates that the variables TNERPK and TNRWME have both been
reversed resulting in a greater number of errors being committed later in the project
development. Figure 5-3 contains a graphical comparison ofthe results of reversing the
TNERPK and TNRWME variables.
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Figure 5-3: Graphical Comparison of Test Case 2 Changed Variables
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An initial expectation was that these changes may bring about a greater QA effort later in
the project development lifecycle to correct these errors. Table 5-4 contains the
TEST.OUT file produced during the initial testing with constraints and the TEST.OUT
file produced with the new variables for test case 2.
TABLE 5-4
PROJECT STATISTICS FOR DE-A EXAMPLE AND TEST CASE 2
PROJECT STATISTICS FOR DE-A EXAMPLE
COMPLETION TIME 320.00 DAYS
TOTAL MAN-DAYS 1,475.53 MAN-DAYS
TOTAL DEVT MD 1,354.03 MAN-DAYS
DESIGN & CODE 976.11 MAN-DAYS
QAMD 167.99 MAN-DAYS
REWORK MD 209.93 MAN-DAYS
TOTAL TESTING MD 121.50 MAN-DAYS
OVERALL-PRODUCTIVITY 16.27 DSI/MAN-DAYS
TOTAL ERRORS 491.00 ERRORS
% ERRORS DETECTED BY QA 56. 1 1 PERCENT
PROJECT STATISTICS FOR TEST CASE 2
COMPLETION TIME 328.00 DAYS
TOTAL MAN-DAYS 1,520.25 MAN-DAYS
TOTAL DEVT MD 1,378.15 MAN-DAYS
DESIGN & CODE 972.44 MAN-DAYS
QAMD 242.76 MAN-DAYS
REWORK MD 162.96 MAN-DAYS
TOTAL TESTING MD 142.09 MAN-DAYS
OVERALL-PRODUCTIVITY 15.79 DSI/MAN-DAYS
TOTAL ERRORS 495.00 ERRORS
% ERRORS DETECTED BY QA 47.20 PERCENT
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The results ofthe changes can be seen if figure 5-4. A greater QA effort was
required to handle the larger number of errors that were generated later in the
development lifecycle. The effort dedicated to rework decreased but the effort required for
testing increased by an even greater margin than the decrease. This is emphasized by the
9% decrease in the number of errors that were detected during development. The newly
developed QA scheme along with a comparison of this scheme with the DE-A scheme is
contained in Figure 5-5.

























§ TEST CASE 2
Figure 5-4: Test Case 2 Statistical Comparison With DE-A
A somewhat surprising aspect of Figure 5-5 is that while the QA effort was indeed
higher for the test case, this increase was not seen at the end of the development lifecycle
as expected, but was at the beginning. While it is not possible to determine the exact cause
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Figure 5-5: Test Case 2 QA Scheme Comparison With Optimal Base Case
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of this result, there are two probable reasons. The first is that as a result ofthe 10%
percent minimum constraint placed on the GA, the amount of effort dedicated to QA was
already being kept higher than required at the end ofthe development lifecycle. The other
possibility is that there is little to be gained by increasing the QA effort later in the
development phase enforcing the need to for a strong QA program early on in the project's
lifecycle.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The focus ofthis thesis was the development ofGASD model that would produce an
optimal Quality Assurance scheme in the software development cycle. This was
accomplished by using a genetic algorithm to interact with the DYNAMICA software
project simulator. Initial testing was completed to determine how to enhance the
performance ofthe GA by determining the best mix of input parameters to be used by the
GA. With this accomplished, the model was able to develop optimal solutions in the
development ofthe QA scheme.
Careful examination of the initial QA schemes suggested that the feasibility
implementation of a scheme into the software development cycle should be taken into
account. The next set of tests focused on developing a QA scheme that could in practice
be implemented. This was accomplished by constraining the rninimum value that could be
assigned to the QA effort at any stage in the development life cycle. The results of these
tests demonstrated that the model was still able to develop a QA scheme that added only
2.5% to the project cost as compared to the unconstrained solution but that could be
implemented in a real life project.
Finally, the GASD model was used to evaluate the effects of changing some
parameters in the DE-A example and to evaluate the sensitivity ofthe results. A
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comparison ofthese results with the DE-A example clearly indicated that the GASD
model was responsive to these changes. In addition, the comparisons highlighted the
importance ofthe necessity to adjust the QA effort to prevailing conditions of a particular
project and not to develop an all encompassing cookbook solution.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1. Expand the Number of Inputs
All the testing with the GA was done by changing the TPFMQA variables in the
GASD model. The selection of this variable was based on the desire to study the
significance ofthe QA effort in software development. However, QA is certainly not the
only parameter influencing the cost of development. With the use ofthe GA, it is possible
to either select other variables to be looked at by the GA or to consider other variables
along with the TPFMQA variables. Total project cost could then be minimized based on
any of the other inputs or based on a combination of inputs.
Changes in the GASD model necessary to accomplish this would not be difficult.
The TPFMQA variables were represented as a 60 bit binary string that was used by the
GA for computational purposes. The GA is not constrained to any particular string length.
Changing the inputs in the TEST.DNX file would require modifications to the fitness
function in the Appendix. If it was desired to change the input to be optimized by the GA,
it would be necessary to determine the desired representation scheme and write these
inputs to the TEST.DNX in the same manner the QA variables are currently written to the
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file. TPFMQA variables would have to be set to a specific values in the file and the code in
GOLD.C that generates the TPFMQA variables changed to suit the problem If it was
desired to examine multiple inputs, including TPFMQA, it would be necessary to just
write these inputs to the TEST.DNX file as stated above. The only other changes would
be in the SAMPLE.IN file that would have to have the string length changed to match to
new representation scheme. Optimizing parameters not contained in the TEST.DNX file
will require a more advance version ofthe DYNAMICA software development program
2. Rule Generation
The Genetic Algorithm proved very useful in solving the problem of developing
an optimal QA scheme. The answer that is developed does little to enhance the knowledge
ofwhy a particular QA scheme worked well or why another did not. The interactions of
the different processes that occur within the DYNAMICA simulation do not concern the
GA as the GA is only interested in a fitness measure to gauge its performance. The
interaction of different variables and the relationships that develop as a result ofthese
interactions contains significant information on how the overall project management
process functions. The identification of rules or procedures that govern these relationships
would be extremely helpful to a project manager.
One approach to developing such rules and procedures would be by using a
genetic program The genetic algorithm is able to develop solutions based on a specific
representation scheme. The genetic program functions by breeding computer programs
much as the genetic algorithm bred binary strings. The development ofthe genetic
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program would require the examination of all available data that is used in the
development of the QA scheme. The genetic program would use this data to develop a
function that describes the process. By examining the function, it should then be possible
to determine the rules associated with the process. There are currently genetic programs
under development that are directed toward rule generation. The use of one ofthese
programs would make this a feasible problem to solve.
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APPENDIX
/* This code is called by the GAUCSD genetic algorithm. It takes a bit string containing 10
double precision floating point numbers representing the input parameters from the genetic
algorithm and converts the string to a single double precision floating point representing the
output value. It does this by calling the DYNAMICA DOS based simulation program The
DYNAMICA program generates a report file during its execution from which this code extracts




double gold(x) /*Designates function gold as a double precision float with x as the input
parameter* /
/*GAUCSD sends array x to this code*/
register double *x; {
double pl,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8,p9,p 10; /*space allocation for function gold*/
char dea_file_name[80]; /*space allocation for DEA File*/
char rpt file_name[80]; /*space allocation for Report outfilename*/
char file_line[80]; /*space allocation for the string fileline*/
char command_line[80]; /* space allocation for string commandline*/
char *c; /*space allocation for character pointer c*/
double result,mult; /*Makes result double precsion and multiplies result*/
FILE *f;
/*This portion of the code takes the numbers from the array x and transforms them into valid
parameters for DYNAMICA. It then places the values into the fields ofpi thru pi 0*/
pi = x[0] + .42
; p2 = x[l] + .42 ; p3 = x[2] + .42 ;
p4 = x[3]+ .42 ; p5 = x[4]+ .42 ; p6 = x[5]+ .42 ;
p7 = x[6]+ .42 ; p8 = x[7]+ .42 ; p9 = x[8]+ .42 ; p 1 = x[9]+ .42 ;
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sprintf(dea file name,"TEST. dux"); /* Names the file with the .DNX extension
neccesary for DYNAMICA to input the file .*/
f= fopen(dea_file_name,"w"); /* Opens the file for writing .*/
if(!f) { perror("gold"); exit(l); } /* Error condition to ensure file is opened. If file file is
not opened, the programs exits the simulation.*/
/* The following data is printed directly iinto the test.DNX file. This data remains









fprintf(f:"%lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf 0\n",
Pl,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8,p9,pl0);












TTNERPK=24 22.9 20.75 15.25 13.1 12\n M );
close(f); /* Closes the file f */
/* Prints the DYNEX command to a character array named commandline. */
sprint^command line,"DYNEX EXAMPLE 1 TEST -OUT TEST.DTM -D TEST.DRS");
/* Sends commandline to DOS which calls the DYNAMICA program for execution. If





/* Prints the SMLT (simulate) command to a character array named commandline. */
sprintf(command line,"SMLT EXAMPLE1 -GO TEST.RSL -DTM TEST");
/* Sends command line to the DOS. If an error code is detected, program is exited and





/* Prints the REP (report) command to a character array named commandline.*/
sprintf(command_line,"REP TEST.RSL REPORT.DRS -T");
/* Sends commandline to DOS. If an error code is detected, program is exited and an






sprintf(rpt_file_name,"TEST.out"); /* Assigns test file name TEST. out.*/
f= fopen(rpt file name,"r"); /* Opens TEST. out for reading.*/
/* Within the file TEST. out is the data on total man days. That information is retrieved
from the file to be returned to the GA.*/
while(fgets(file line,79,f)) {
if( ! strncmp(file_line," TOTAL MAN-DAYS", 1 8)) {
printf(" — %s",file line); // compute result
/* Skips over file data until a number is reached. Once the the correct
number is found, that string ofnumbers is turned into a floating point
number. */
for(c = file line; *c && !isdigit(*c); C++)
result = 0.0;
/* c presumably points to the integer. */









for(mult = 0. 1; *c && isdigit(*c); C++) {
result += (*c-'0')*mult;
mult = mult/ 10.0;
}
}
/* Error condition to check if retrieved result is less than zero. Ifthis
occurs an error condition exists and the program is exited. */
iffresult <= 0.0) {
fprintff stderr,"check this out!\n");
exit(l);
}
fclose(f); /* Closes the file.*/
/* prints the number that was retrieved from above */
fprintf(stderr, "result -- %lf\n",result);
return(result); /* Returns the number to GA for evaluation.*/
}
/* This portion of code executed only if it was not possible to locate the total man days





/* GAeval gold 6:0.32dgl0 */ //**AWK script necessary to process the gold.c program. This is
a necessary directive for the post processor to ensure that this entire function is embedded
correctly in the GAUCSD code**//
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